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Alif Baa with DVDs
Bite-Size Arabic is a textbook for absolute
beginners designed for both independent
learners and traditional language courses. It
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takes a minimal approach by introducing the
alphabet gradually, with just a few letters
per lesson. As you learn new letters, you
also learn just enough vocabulary and grammar
to put them into practice, allowing you to
read complete simple sentences right from the
second lesson. Everything is explained in
simple language, and the book uses big, easyto-read Arabic script with ample phonetic
transcription. It contains lots of easy
exercises with answer keys, and you can
listen to the pronunciation on the free
companion website. The focus is on informal
Standard Arabic, the ideal basis for learning
any variety of Arabic.

Ahlan wa Sahlan
"Let's Talk Arabic" is the faster and easier
way to learn this language. The edition
teaches the basics of Modern Standard Arabic
using a simple and effective building-block
method which is simple, solid, and reliable,
and has been proven successful.

Arabic Alphabet for Kids
Learn Arabic with a Arabic Grammar Designed
for English SpeakersOne Arabic grammar rule
per chapterCompatible with all major Arabic
textbooksTakes you step-by-step from English
to Arabic sentence structuresStudy tips to
memorize common Arabic verbs and
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vocabularyEase to consult as a
referenceExamples in English and Arabic

Arabic Writing Alphabet
This answer key is to be used with Alif Baa:
Introduction to Letters and Sounds, Third
Edition. Please note that this answer key is
only useful to students and teachers who are
NOT using the companion website, which
includes self-correcting exercises.

Al-Arabiyya, Volume 47
Got kids? Raising them to be bilingual and/or
fluent in Arabic? This lovely Alif Baa Taa
book will help your kids learn their first
Arabic words. 40 colorful, vibrant pages with
illustrations that match the alphabets
Harakats are included Written in Fusha
(Classical) Arabic 8.5"x8.5" Makes for a
perfect gift for baby showers and children's
birthday So what are you waiting for? Grab
your copy today! Also, be sure to click on
our name (KawkabNour Press) to check out
other Arabic books for kids!

Shameema's Colouring for Kids!
This unique textbook concentrates on the
connectors in a functional setting with the
aim of developing and improving the writing
skills of intermediate and advanced students
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of Arabic as a foreign language

My First Alif Baa Taa
With a set of three audio CDs, this text is
intended for anyone interested in learning
modern Arabic as a living language. The first
part of the Al-Kitaab language program, it
embodies two main premises: that the student
can and should learn to recognize and produce
the sounds of Arabic correctly from the very
beginning, and that the student should be
introduced to the full range of the Arabic
language and cultural continuum - colloquial,
modern standard, and classical.

Bite-Size Arabic
Easy Arabic Script
This answer key is to be used with Alif Baa
with Multimedia: Introduction to Letters and
Sounds, Second Edition. The content of Alif
Baa with Multimedia, Second Edition,
including the text and all of the audio and
video on the disk, is exactly the same as
that of Alif Baa with DVDs, Second Edition.

Mastering Arabic 1 Activity Book
With it's colorful images and bold letters,
this books makes it fun for children to learn
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the Arabic alphabet. This interactive book
encourages kids to practice writing the
Arabic alphabet on the template included at
the back. Join alif, baa, and taa as they
invite their fellow Arabic letters to play
with them! Come play, come play!

English Grammar for Students of Arabic
Limited time special offer! The purpose of
this book is to help you learn the basis of
the arabic alphabet. Repeating the exercise
will allow you to develop accuracy and help
you visually to memorize the shapes of each
arabic letter. Each writing page is preceded
by an illustration to bring a fun side to
learning. We hope you will enjoy this book.
The book is printed on very good quality
paper with a beautiful, easy to carry.

??? ???
Newly revised and packaged with two DVDs
containing both audio and video exercises,
Alif Baa with DVD: Introduction to Arabic
Letters and Sounds, is the first part of the
Al-Kitaab program. It teaches learners to
recognize and produce both letters and sounds
accurately through a variety of exercises
designed to develop listening, reading, and
writing skills. In addition, it introduces
about 150 basic vocabulary words in authentic
contexts, and it includes video footage of an
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Arabic calligrapher, a large collection of
street signs, social greetings, capsules on
Arab culture, and an English-Arabic glossary.

??? ??? : ???? ??? ???? ???????
????????
Al- c Arabiyya is the annual journal of the
American Association of Teachers of Arabic
and serves scholars in the United States and
abroad. Al- c Arabiyya includes scholarly
articles and reviews that advance the study,
research, and teaching of Arabic language,
linguistics, literature, and pedagogy.

Arabic For Dummies
Mastering Arabic Script: A Guide to
Handwriting
Let's Talk Arabic
Le vidéodisque comprend des exercices
d'apprentissage de l'arabe sous forme de
fichiers MP3 et MP4.

???? ??? ???? ??????? ????????
Arabic is a diglossic language: What is
written is different from what is spoken. For
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decades, students have learned written Arabic
first and then spoken but this does not
reflect the sociolinguistic reality of the
language nor does it give students what they
need to communicate. Teachers of Arabic have
struggled to teach communicative skills. With
the introduction of Al-Kitaab Third Edition,
this method had to be established. Though
there has been much discussion about
"integrating Arabic," little research or
evidence has been presented about it. In this
volume, Al-Batal gathers scholars who are
using this method with success to present
research that the method works. They will
address curricular models, students' measured
outcomes (with copious examples), and
attitudes of students and teachers (which
often change) using this methodology.
Contributors are a mix of well-known and
young scholars, bringing fresh voices into
this discussion and making this method more
established and less "experimental."
Additional data will be provided on the GU
Press website. Data include, tables/figures,
audio, and video recordings of students
showing the proposed method and outcomes from
the method discussed. References to these
resources will be made in the book.

Al-Kitaab Fii Ta C Allum Al- C Arabiyya
Arabic Workbook for Adults
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The lessons are clear, in non-technical
language, and have generous examples, with
plenty of exercises for translation from
Arabic to English and from English to Arabic.
This is the manual that students interested
in Arabic as a living and expanding world
language will prefer. It is the first to deal
mainly with modern literary Arabic. In Mr
Cowan's words: 'The purpose is to explain to
the students, in as concise a manner as
possible, the grammatical structure of the
modern Arabic literary language as it is
found today in newspapers, magazines, books,
the radio, and public speaking. I have
endeavoured to restrict the material to the
minimum which may serve as a stepping-stone
to a deeper study of Arabic. As the
fundamental grammar of written Arabic has
hardly changed as an introduction to the
classical language also. Having once mastered
its contents the student should have a sound
grasp of Arabic grammar and can then direct
his studies towards modern literature or
classical according to his needs and
inclinations.

Al-Kit?b F? Ta?allum Al-?arab?ya
Designed for students at the intermediate
level who are continuing to develop overall
proficiency in Modern Standard Arabic, this
book follows Mahdi Alosh's popular "Ahlan wa
Sahlan" beginner's text. The narrative
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follows two young characters whose personal
journals provide not only reading passages
for students but glimpses into various Arab
cultures as the characters travel to Cairo,
Jordan, and Syria. This revision includes
revised communicative activities and grammar,
an updated and expanded audio program, a
companion website, and full-color design.

Now I Know My Arabic Letters
Do you want to learn the Arabic alphabet? Do
you want your child to learn the Arabic
alphabet? If so, then you've come to the
right place. This book was specially
designed* for you and for your child to help
you to write your first Arabic letter by
tracing it. What you will get: 28 Letters
?alif to y??: Learn the whole alphabet. Big
and clear examples that show you how to draw
the letter by connecting dots and following
arrows. Enough room to write and practice.
Good quality White paper. Large print pages:
8.5 x 11-inch sized pages, for easy viewing,
and great writing experience. *This workbook
is designed for adult people, and any young
preschooler or kindergartner, as well for
toddlers ages 2-4.

Spoken Arabic
Discover the joy of the English language with
500 unusual, interesting and 'perfect' words
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that will extend your vocabulary and your
appreciation of our mother tongue.

Arabic as One Language
The bestselling Easy Reader series, with its
distinctive three-part structure that leads
beginners to intermediate-level
comprehension, now offers Arabic - and aids
learners with audio recordings of selected
readings from the book freely accessible
online. About the Book The highly successful
Easy Reader series is based on the
distinctive approach that the best way to
build language skills is to start reading it.
Suitable for beginners to intermediate-level
learners, this book features engaging
readings of progressive difficulty that allow
readers to rapidly build comprehension.
Review sections and comprehension questions
are integrated throughout the text to
reinforce what is learned through the
readings. This book, divided into three
parts, begins with a series of stories about
an Arab-American as he takes a tour of the
Middle East as a graduation present. In the
second part, readers are introduced to key
figures of Arab History, from Saladin, who
fought the Crusades, to Said Ouita, the
Moroccan Olympic runner. Finally, learners
encounter adapted stories from tradition
sources like the 1001 Arabian Nights, with a
humorous modern slant. Complementing this
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bestselling series is an online component
that provides a tremendous new dimension for
beginning learners. A free-access website
provides recordings of many of the readings
contained in the book - providing learners
with a perfect way to recognize unknown words
and improve their pronunciation. Features
Easy Reader series has excellent track
record: 140,000+ copies sold of all editions.
No other book on the market offers beginnerlevel Arabic readings. Convenient audio
format allows listening online. Growing
audience: study of Arabic has grown since
2000, but there are limited materials to
progress beyond beginner. Progression of
readings builds language skills gradually
Introduces overview of rich history of Arab
world Audio recordings promote stronger
listening and pronunciation skills

Alif Baa
Arabic Writing Alphabet Workbook LEVEL 1 This
is a perfect workbook to start learning to
write Arabic. It includes 108 pages of
exercises with step-by- step instructions. By
tracing the letters, your child or any
beginner will quickly memorize letters and be
able to write them with punctuations. This
book is a perfect choice for teachers and
parents who want to teach their child or
students basics at home or at classroom. this
book is recommended for: * Homeschooling *
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Preschool * Kindergarten * Nursery

Easy Arabic Reader
Shameema's Colouring for Kids! Arabic
Alphabet coloring book is a filled to the
brim with fun forest creatures for your
children to colour and enjoy and
simultaneously learn the Arabic Alphabet.
Each page in this muslim coloring book for
children has a beautiful illustration of a
delightful scene with an animal, as well as
an Arabic letter and its English
transliteration. Suitable for ages 3 and
above, your little ones are guarenteed to
have have fun with this islamic activity
colouring book.

Arabic Alphabet
Provides an easy-to-understand, practical
guide to Arabic script. Explains the basic
letter shapes, the combinations of letters,
and different writing methods.--From
publisher's description.

??? ??? : ???? ??? ???? ???????
????????
Introduction and purpose One of preschool
education's primary goals is to tame the
child early to practice writing by relying on
drawing and coloring and tracking points to
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form beautiful, likable shapes for the child
it is from his environment and surroundings.
This rule applies to all languages, even
Arabic. Our goal is that your child likes
this funny workbook and enjoys practicing all
the activities. What does this workbook
include? This workbook includes: 28 Arabic
letters For each letter, there are two pages.
One page (the left one) contains one letter
wrote in a sizeable non-colored font for
coloring. The other page (the right one)
consists of an object, animal, or other whose
Arabic name begins with the same letter; this
object is drawn with dots so that the child
should redraw it by tracing and color it. It
includes the letter in a non-colored font for
coloring At the bottom of the page, there is
a section for tracing and writing Arabic
letters. The object name is written in Arabic
(using Arabic and English alphabet) and in
English. Workbook Design: 58 Black and white
pages. Glossy cover. 8.5 x 11 inches

???? ????? ???????
Packed with valuable practice activities for
beginners, this highly illustrated practice
book can be used as a standalone text or as a
companion to Mastering Arabic 1

????? ????? ?? ??????? ????????
Mastering Arabic Script: A Guide to
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Handwriting teaches Arabic handwriting in the
form universally used by adult native
speakers (riq'a) and compares it with naskh,
the usual printed form. There are three parts
to the book covering: the basic letter
shapes, combinations of letters and an
additional extended writing section. Clear
examples, a wealth of practice material,
insider tips from a leading expert, and
lively activities and photos make the book
easy to follow and enjoyable to work through.
The book can be used to supplement the
popular Mastering Arabic course or
independently from it.

??? ???
This is the Teacher's Edition of Al-Kitaab
fii Ta callum al-cArabiyya: A Textbook for
Beginning Arabic: Part One, Third Edition. It
includes the text, accompanying DVD, and the
answer key all bound in to one book. Request
a Desk/Exam copy here. Al-Kitaab Part One is
the second book in the Al-Kitaab Arabic
language program and is now available in an
extensively revised and reorganized third
edition. This book with its companion website
develops skills in formal and colloquial
Arabic, including reading, listening,
speaking, writing, and cultural knowledge,
integrating materials in colloquial and
formal/written Arabic. It provides a
comprehensive program for students in the
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early stages of learning Arabic. FEATURES •
Four-color design throughout the book with
over 100 illustrations and photographs •
Color-coded words and phrases throughout to
easily follow the variety or varieties of
Arabic you want to learn -- Egyptian,
Levantine, or formal Arabic • Introduces over
400 vocabulary words in all three forms of
Arabic side by side • Presents the story of
Maha and Khalid in Egyptian, and now Nasreen
and Tariq in Levantine, in addition to Maha
and Khalid in formal Arabic • Expanded
grammar explanations and activation drills,
including discussions about colloquial and
formal similarities and differences • New
video dialogues from everyday life in both
Egyptian and Levantine to reinforce
vocabulary in culturally-rich contexts •
Develops reading comprehension skills with
new authentic texts • Reinforces learning
through extensive classroom activities and
homework exercises that provide constant
review • Includes Arabic-English and EnglishArabic glossaries, reference charts, and a
grammar index • Reduced from 20 chapters to
13 chapters, the course now more closely
corresponds to two semesters of college study
with an average of 4-5 contact hours per week
• Textbook includes a convenient DVD with the
basic audio and video materials (no
interactive exercises) for offline study that
will play in iTunes and compatible MP3
players • New companion website (sold
separately) -- alkitaabtextbook.com -Page 15/27
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features fully integrated interactive, selfcorrecting exercises, all the audio and video
materials, and additional online course
management and grading options for teachers
Al-Kitaab Part One, Third Edition provides
125 contact (classroom) hours with
approximately 250 homework hours. Students
who complete Part One should reach an
intermediate-mid level of proficiency.

?????
Elementary Turkish is designed to provide
beginning students with sufficient Turkish to
meet most of their everyday needs. Once
students complete the two volumes, they
should be able to speak, understand, read,
and write Turkish at the mid-intermediate
level. The variety of Turkish presented in
this textbook corresponds to standard
Turkish, the official language of the
Republic of Turkey and the language spoken by
educated Turkish speakers. Both volumes can
be used in a classroom setting or as selfstudy aids.

Alif Baa
This is the Teacher's Edition of Alif Baa,
Third Edition. It includes the text,
accompanying DVD, and the answer key all
bound in to one book. Request a Desk/Exam
copy here. The best-selling Alif Baa is the
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first volume of the Al-Kitaab Arabic language
program and is now available in a new third
edition. In this new version of the
introduction to Arabic letters and sounds,
English-speaking students will find an
innovative integration of colloquial and
formal (spoken and written) Arabic. Together,
the book and new companion website provide
learners with all the material necessary to
learn the sounds of Arabic, write its
letters, and begin speaking Arabic, including
interactive, self-correcting exercises to
enhance learning. The companion website also
gives instructors additional online grading
options. FEATURES • Four-color design
throughout the book features over 100
illustrations and photographs • Gives
learners and instructors color-coded options
for the variety of language they wish to
learn in speaking: Egyptian, Levantine, or
formal Arabic (MSA) • Introduces over 200
basic vocabulary words in all three forms of
spoken and written Arabic side by side,
including expressions for polite social
interaction, and activates them in
interactive homework exercises and classroom
groupwork • Includes video dialogues in
Egyptian and Levantine, filmed in Cairo and
Damascus • Includes video footage of an
Arabic calligrapher, capsules on Arabic
culture, and images of street signs from
Morocco, Egypt, and Lebanon • Includes new
English-Arabic and Arabic-English glossaries,
searchable in the companion website •
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Textbook includes a convenient DVD with the
basic audio and video materials (no
interactive exercises) for offline study that
will play in iTunes and compatible MP3
players • New companion website (sold
separately) -- alkitaabtextbook.com -features a fully integrated set of
interactive exercises with all the video and
audio materials and additional online course
management and grading options for teachers
Alif Baa provides the essential first 20-25
contact (classroom) hours of the Al-Kitaab
program, accompanied by 40-50 homework hours.
Students who complete Alif Baa should reach a
novice-intermediate to novice-high level of
proficiency.

The Arabian Nights
An Introduction to Modern Literary
Arabic
Regarded as one of the most difficult
languages to learn for native English
speakers by the U.S. State Department, Arabic
is gaining both prominence and importance in
America. Recent world events have brought
more and more Americans and other English
speakers into contact with Arabic-speaking
populations, and governments and businesses
are increasingly aware of the importance of
basic Arabic language skills. Arabic for
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Dummies provides you with a painless and fun
way to start communicating in Arabic. Why
should you learn Arabic? Well, besides the
fact that over 200 million people in more
than 22 nations use it to communicate, there
are tons of reasons to get up to speed this
1,400 year old language, including: Nearly
all of the Middle-East speaks Arabic or one
of its dialects Basic Arabic skills are
extremely useful for anyone traveling to,
doing business in, or serving in the Middle
East It is the language in which the Koran is
written There is a rich, centuries-old
literary tradition in Arabic Arabic For
Dummies presents the language in the classic,
laid-back For Dummies style. Taking a relaxed
approach to this difficult language, it’s
packed with practice dialogues and
communication tips that will have you talking
the talk in no time. You’ll get the scoop on:
The Arabic alphabet, pronunciation, basic
grammar, and the rules of transliteration The
history of the language and information on
classical Arabic and its dialects How to make
small talk and make yourself understood when
dining, shopping, or traveling around town
How to communicate on the phone and in
business conversations Handy words and
phrases for dealing with money, directions,
hotels, transportation, and emergencies
Arabic culture and etiquette, including ten
things you should never do in Arabic
countries The book also includes an ArabicEnglish dictionary, verb tables, and an audio
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CD with dialogues from the book to help you
perfect your pronunciation. Written by a
native Arabic speaker who helped start a yearround Arabic department at Middlebury
College, Arabic For Dummies is just what you
need to start making yourself understood in
Arabic. Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other
supplementary materials are not included as
part of eBook file.

Elementary Turkish
Arabic Stories for Language Learners—a
language learning experience for beginner to
intermediate students of the Arabic language.
The traditional stories of a country are
invaluable at providing insight into
understanding the culture, history and
language of a people. A great way to learn
Arabic, the sixty-six stories found in Arabic
Stories for Language Learners present the
vocabulary and grammar used everyday in
Arabic-speaking countries. Pulled from a wide
variety of sources that have been edited and
simplified for learning purposes, these
stories are presented in parallel Arabic and
English, facilitating language learning in
the classroom and via self-study. Each story
is followed by a series of questions in
Arabic and English to test comprehension and
encourage discussion. Arabic Stories for
Language Learners brings Arab culture to life
in a colorful and immediate way. Regardless
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of whether or not you have a working
knowledge of Arabic, this book gives readers
a tantalizing introduction to the wisdom and
humor of these ancient desert-dwelling
peoples. The downloadable in audio helps
students of Arabic improve their
pronunciation and inflection, and immerses
non-students into the uniquely Arabic
storytelling style.

Enjoy Arabic Alphabet for Kids
Alif Baa, Third Edition is the first book in
the bestselling Al-Kitaab Arabic Language
Program. Together with its Companion Website,
Alif Baa uses an integrated approach to
develop skills in formal and colloquial
Arabic, introducing students to letters and
sounds. This comprehensive program is
designed for students in the beginning stage
of learning Arabic. FEATURES of Alif Baa with
Companion Website* Students receive an access
code for the Companion Website
(www.alkitaabtextbook.com)* Teachers who
receive desk or exam copies may request
complimentary Companion Website access at any
time at www.alkitaabtextbook.com* Companion
Website with interactive, automatically
scored exercises, all the audio and video
materials, and additional online coursemanagement and grading options for teachers*
Provides all the materials needed to learn
the sounds of Arabic, write its letters, and
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begin speaking Arabic (Egyptian and Levantine
varieties)* Four-color design throughout the
book features over 100 illustrations and
photographs* Gives learners and instructors
color-coded options for the variety of
language they wish to learn in speaking:
Egyptian, Levantine, or formal Arabic (MSA)*
Introduces over 200 basic vocabulary words in
all three forms of spoken and written Arabic
side by side, including expressions for
polite social interaction, and activates them
in interactive homework exercises and
classroom groupwork* Includes video dialogues
in Egyptian and Levantine, filmed in Cairo
and Damascus* Includes video footage of an
Arabic calligrapher, capsules on Arabic
culture, and images of street signs from
Morocco, Egypt, and Lebanon* Includes new
English-Arabic and Arabic-English glossaries,
searchable in the companion website Alif Baa
provides the essential first 20-25 contact
(classroom) hours of the Al-Kitaab program,
accompanied by 40-50 homework hours. Students
who complete Alif Baa should reach a noviceintermediate to novice-high level of
proficiency. For complete information on the
Al-Kitaab language learning program, and
other Arabiclanguage and linguistics
materials, please visit http://press.georgeto
wn.edu/book-list/al-kitaab. Companion Website
Minimum System Requirements:WindowsOS:
Microsoft Windows 98, NT, 2000, ME, XP,
Vista, 7CPU: 233MHz Pentium BasedRAM:
128MBDISPLAY:1024x768, color displayBROWSER:
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Microsoft Internet Explorer 7.0 or higher, or
Firefox version 3.0 or higherCONNECTION
SPEED: A high-speed connection with
throughput of 256 Kbps or more is recommended
to use audio and video components.EQUIPMENT:
You will need speakers or a headset to listen
to audio and video components.PLUG-INS: You
must have the latest version of Adobe Flash
Player. MacintoshOS: Mac OSXCPU: 233MHz Power
MacintoshRAM: 128MBDISPLAY:1024x768, color
displayBROWSER: Firefox version 3.0 or
higher, or Sarari 3.0 or higherCONNECTION
SPEED: A high-speed connection with
throughput of 256 Kbps or more is recommended
to use audio and video components. EQUIPMENT:
You will need speakers or a headset to listen
to audio and video components.PLUG-INS: You
must have the latest version of Adobe Flash
Player.

Al-Kitaabi
The Arabic Classroom is a multicontributor
work for trainee and in-service teachers of
Arabic as a foreign language. Collected here
is recent scholarly work, and also critical
writing from Arabic instructors, Arabists and
language experts, to examine the status of
the teaching and learning of Arabic in the
modern classroom. The book stresses the
inseparability of the parameters of contexts,
texts and learners in the effective Arabic
classroom and investigates their role in
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enhancing the experience of teaching and
learning Arabic. The book also provides a
regional perspective through global case
studies and encourages Arabic experts to
search for better models of instruction and
best practices beyond the American
experience.

The Arabic Classroom
The Arabian Nights (or One Thousand and One
Nights) is a collection of stories compiled
by various authors, translators and scholars
from countries across the Middle East and
South Asia. The tales trace their roots back
to ancient Arabia and Yemen, ancient Indian
literature and Persian literature, ancient
Egyptian literature and Mesopotamian
mythology, ancient Syria and Asia Minor, and
medieval Arabic folk stories from the
Caliphate era. Though the oldest Arabic
manuscript dates from the fourteenth century,
scholarship generally dates the collection's
genesis to somewhere between AD 800-900.

500 Beautiful Words You Should Know
The first comparative study of the syntax of
Arabic dialects, chosen for their
distinction. Based upon natural language data
recorded in Morocco, Egypt, Syria and Kuwait,
this study takes an analytical approach,
combining insights from discourse analysis,
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language typology and pragmatics.

Arabic Stories for Language Learners
Arabic Letters, Numbers Tracing Workbook
Graphic: Teaching writing Arabic letters with
sounds and also Arabic numbers. Do you want
to develop your writing skills? Are you a
beginner and want to learn Arabic? Do you
want to learn to write Arabic letters and
numbers? Do you have a child and want to
teach him Arabic? Are you a teacher and you
want your students to learn Arabic? Then you
are in the right place. This book has a
distinctive design from the outside and highquality internal content. To train the hand
to write with sounds to learn easier and
better. Big letters for ease of learning.
Dotted letters and numbers to follow by hand.
Book features: Arabic Alphabet & Numbers ?????? ???????? ? ??????? Trim size both (
8.5×11 ) 39 Pages High-resolution interior
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